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Battery failures are obvious after being subject to abuse conditions however predicting these failures in advance is crucial when
using test and validation techniques to understand battery potential. Lithium-ion battery cells are widely used due to their high
energy and power densities. When abusive conditions like the three-point bend loading are applied to lithium-ion batteries, what
occurs to the mechanical behaviours and components is still mostly unknown. To further this understanding, this paper investigates
the mechanical behaviour of the separator in the LiCoO2/Graphite cylindrical 18650 cells. Internal short circuit (ISC) behaviour,
strain rate dependency, and electrochemical status of the cells (i.e. SOC dependency) are studied to understand failure patterns.
Furthermore, a simple and effective constitutive model for the separator layer is formed, facilitating further mechanical analysis
and numerical simulation of lithium-ion battery study. The occurrence of ISC is investigated by jellyroll deformation where the
casing is removed, and quasi-static load is applied. A numerical simulation model is developed to further investigate sequential
structural failures and temperature changes. Simulation results showed good accuracy with experimental results and are useful to
predict structural failure of cells. The number of failures including electrolyte leakage, change in shape, sudden voltage drop/
temperature rise, and gas venting is observed.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published on behalf of The Electrochemical Society by IOP Publishing Limited. This is an open access
article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License (CC BY, http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted reuse of the work in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. [DOI: 10.1149/
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The growth of the electric vehicle industry is required to help
circumvent pollution and ensure emission control. This is why it is
expected that 50% of the world’s passenger vehicles will be electric
by 2050.1 With any new technology, it is important to identify
potential challenges and be able to address them. The main areas of
focus now are powertrain architecture, propulsion systems, control
systems, and design. With regards to propulsion systems, the electric
vehicle uses lithium-ion batteries which allows it to propel with great
performance whilst having a long lifetime.2 However, there are
always risks associated with battery technology that can be mitigated
to improve safety. Standard test procedures are also available to test
batteries with minimizing risks where to characterise a lithium-ion
battery, different testing techniques are used.3–5 Some of the methods
used, employ advanced equipment and tools including universal
battery testers, advanced power supplies, accelerating rate calorimeter
(ARC),3,6 thermal chambers, IR thermography, and high-resolution
cameras. Some of these techniques are combined with basic lab-based
techniques, including characterisation at different charging and
discharging rates, the variation of applied current and voltages,
capacity estimation at different operating temperatures, and cell
temperature estimation using thermocouples.6–8 When it comes to
short circuit study, it becomes a challenging task to consider these
limitations. The purpose of an abuse test is to study and understand
the lithium-ion battery’s failure pattern and its mechanisms of failure.
This paper studies the three-point bend mechanical loading condition
and the associated failure patterns.
The short circuit phenomenon of the lithium-ion battery can be
divided into various types but in general, is divided as an internal
short circuit (ISC) or external short circuit (ESC). When cell
terminals are shorted together outside the battery this refers to an
external short circuit whilst an internal short circuit (ISC) develops
inside the cell. ISC can be further divided into various types
depending on the location and contact area. In Ref. 9 authors
provided statistics of internal and external short circuits and
documented that occurrence of ISC due to vehicle collision is 52%
whereas the occurrence of ESC is 26%. The causes of ESC and ISC
are different but over the period, they can result in similar failure
patterns. ESC is often a result of a vehicle collision, battery pack or
cell leakage, rollover, and abusive operating conditions. For in-
stance, abnormal charge/discharge and operating temperatures. On
the other hand, ISC development is more complicated. In Ref. 10
authors provided three types of ISC which are: mechanical abuse
caused by damage/deformation of separator due to crushing, thermal
abuse caused by the collapse of a separator due to excessive
temperature, and electrical abuse where separator failure occurs as
a result of dendrite growth due to overcharge or over-discharge.11–14
The focus of this study is on mechanical and thermal abuse analysis
of separator layers.
Various mechanical abuse conditions are considered for the ISC
study and it was found that the type of loading has a great impact on
failure pattern and severity.15 The most common types of loading
conditions used for short circuit studies are nail penetration, three-
point bend, side-impact, and compression. All of the loading
conditions can cause failure or damage to the separator, anode,
and cathode, which can result in irreversible ISC.16 Some
Immediately notable failure patterns documented by Refs. 17–20
are sudden voltage drops, temperature rise, electrolyte leakage,
venting gas, and chemical decomposition reactions, which can lead
to thermal runaway or permanent damage to the battery.
In Refs. 21–23 various loading conditions are discussed, how-
ever, a full understanding of loading-dependent and electrochemical-
dependent mechanical behaviours of lithium-ion battery components
is essential for battery safety, optimization, and evaluation.24
A significant amount of work is done to understand cell failure at
the micro and macro scales. We are only discussing micro-scale
failures and the initiation of those failures within this work. Saharei
et al.,25–27 have conducted a series of experiments to understand the
failure patterns of cylindrical cells and the evolution of stress using
dog bone specimens. In Ref. 28, authors investigated the fracture
analysis of particles on current collectors using the diffusion
of lithium ions during charging and discharging.29 In Ref. 30, the
authors explained that the expansion of cathode/anode particles
would cause grain fractures leading to battery capacity deterioration
or sudden failure.31 In Ref. 32, the authors reported that the charge/
discharge would cause the exfoliation and failure of the SEI
membrane33 as well as the adhesive failure due to the electrode
volume change.34 In addition, the volume change of electrodes duezE-mail: muhammad.sheikh@warwick.ac.uk
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to intercalation/de-intercalation can introduce extra stress within the
battery.35 Although these all provide extensive failure information
due to ISC, the fact remains that to recreate sequential failure is still
a challenging task. Current studies primarily focus on the mechan-
ical abusive conditions and analysis of ISC. For ISC initiation, nail
penetration tests are widely conducted where voltage and tempera-
ture variations are studied to understand battery failures, but due to
the unknown nature of the impact, it is necessary to study various
shapes and sizes of the indenter. Three-point bend loading condi-
tions create brutal failure scenarios, which range from fracture,
buckling, rupture, or breaking of the cell. This study will investigate
these avenues in detail as well as the mechanical aspects of separator
failure due to three-point bend loading therefore the published work
related to deep electrochemistry including electrolyte leakage or
damage to the inner core is not discussed. ISC linking to mechanical
and thermal abuse is further discussed where a numerical simulation
approach is used to replicate these failures for the further study of
the material properties. Finite element analysis (FEA) methods are
commonly used by Refs. 25–28 and 36–41, which allows for the
evaluation of the mechanical properties of battery specimens. This
evaluation occurs where material properties are known, or sensitivity
analysis can be used to determine these properties. In addition,
lumped jellyroll models are considered to study failure patterns, but
layer stacks are not considered, and individual material properties
are not detailed. In Ref. 25 authors replicated fracture study using
numerical simulation when temperature distribution across the layer
is not considered. Within this paper, we have considered cell stacks
with layer properties. Due to the limitation of electromagnetic (EM)
solvers, electrochemistry is not included in the simulation work, and
failures reported are a result of the mechanical and thermal solver.
The role of testing batteries for the early detection of performance
discrepancies for electric vehicle (EV) applications has encouraged
the investigation of this significant issue in detail.
In this paper, failure analysis is conducted where two states of
charge (SOCs) conditions (0% and 75%) are considered to analyse
ISC of cylindrical 18650 cells. Separator failure criterion is used for
further investigation of electrochemical failures where stress-strain
and voltage-temperature relation is studied.
Experimental
Low capacity cells are chosen to avoid severe conditions during
cell conditioning and actual tests. These cells have a steel casing of
thickness ∼0.30 mm and spiral wound layers of the: anode, cathode,
separator, anode current collector, and cathode current collector.
A three-point bend test is performed on 18650 lithium-ion cells to
check the mechanical integrity of these cells, to show where the cells
bend when most of the stress is exerted on the mid-bottom surface.
Three-point bend tests are not commonly used for these types of
batteries, and very little evidence was found in Refs. 24–26 and
Ref. 42, where the type of indenter and support varied in dimensions.
The three-point bend test holder and indenter dimensions are given in
Table I.
A Sharp edge with a thickness of 1 mm is selected for this study
as it differs from the nail penetration tests. Whilst carrying out the
study, sudden loading conditions were calculated which could be the
result of the initial deformation of the separator layers. On the other
hand, it could be the result of current collectors coming into contact
and due to the energy absorption after short circuit forces drop down
to low values and impact becomes quasi-static. The experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 1.
The maximum force required to initiate a short circuit for 75%
SOC is 2.98 kN, however lower force values are recorded at 0%
SOC. Both a temperature increase and voltage drop were recorded
for the two tests as shown in Fig. 2.
Temperature rise was sudden and rose at the rate of 700 °C min−1.
Sharp edge cracks occurred on the sides and mid surface as well as
tension occurring at the bottom which showed the stiffness of the steel
material at the time of impact. Similar results were observed for 0%
SOC and 75% SOC. As shown in Fig. 3, initially the cell experienced
an elastic region, but fractures occurred at a force of 2.5kN for 0%
SOC and at 3.2kN the cell started to undergo deformation which is the
initiation of ISC for this test. 75% more force was required for the
initial fracture, which was 3.2kN, and permanent deformation
occurred immediately after the initial fracture at 3kN and the cell
experienced a short circuit. The buckling of the steel casing was
observed when the force varied due to the softening of the steel casing
but did not achieve permanent deformation.42
As explained above, a short circuit occurrence will be slow within
high SOC cells, but temperature variation will be high due to the high-
energy storage content. The rate of temperature change may vary
depending on many factors including, the area of the fracture and the
position of temperature measurement. In Fig. 3c, the voltage drop due
to a short circuit is shown and it was observed that it took 7 s to attain
the voltage drop to nearly zero value following the high temperatures
attained. For the three-point bend test, nominal stress and nominal
strain behaviour were calculated using Eqs. 1 to 4 as follows.21
F
A
1n [ ]s =
Where F is the force applied as shown and discussed in this chapter
and previous chapters, A is the area of contact which is given
by Ref. 42 as follows,
l bA 2c c [ ]=
Where lc is the length of the cell and width of the contact bc, is












Where “R” is the radius of the cell and “s” is the displacement of the




4n [ ]e =
All the analyses mentioned in this section are discussed with each
test protocol in the following section and the conclusion of the
analysis is presented in the later section.
Immediate failure analysis.—Sharp edge indenter is used to
investigate sharp object effect on cylindrical cells and possible
thermal runaway events. At force (Ft0) which was 2.33kN a short
circuit occurred during the 0% SOC test, where the complete
discharge of the cell took 110 s. Short circuit displacement (dst0)
was 6.46 mm, and temperature change (ΔTt0) was 16.3 °C. Table II
gives the values of the parameters observed during the impact test.
Nominal stress-strain analysis.—As shown in Fig. 4a, nominal
stress and nominal strain for battery degradation in the three-point bend
test were observed where ɛnt represented nominal strain for three-point
Table I. Three-point bend indenter and holder dimensions.
Description Dimensions
Cell holder length 88 mm
Cell holder width 56 mm
Cell holder cuts 19.7 mm
Bottom rigid plate thickness 4 mm
Gap between holder plates 42 mm
Indenter length 7.4 mm
Indenter thickness 1 mm
Indenter length 24.5 mm
Rod diameter 11.70 mm
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bend test, and σnt represented nominal stress for a three-point bend test.
in regard to the case of the battery bending test, it indicates that the
initial high-stress values were due to the steel casing buckling which in
turn penetrates deep into the layers, and failure across the layers occurs.
To better understand and generalise cell failure due to bending, failure
strain for the three-point bend test is shown in Fig. 4b.
0.34 0.0004SOC 5ft [ ]e = -
Equation 5 shows a linear fit for the three-point bend test where εft
represents failure strain for the three-point bend test. Equation 5 has
adjusted R square fit of 0.9384. As can be seen in Fig. 6, strain
failure for the three-point bend test has linearly decreasing function
where at lower SOC high strain failure was observed.
Figure 4c shows failure stress for the three-point bend test which
is unlike the failure strain which was high at low SOCs. Linear fit for
failure stress is given in Eq. 6, where σft represents failure stress for
the three-point bend test.
2.0872 0.0095SOC 6ft [ ]s = +
Post-failure structural analysis.—During the three-point bend
test, cell bending and rupture were observed when the cell bent
gradually. However, the formation of cracks was observed when the
sharp edges were established in contact with the cell, shown in
Fig. 5a. Both cell fracture and buckling take place in the three-point
bend test when the sharp edge indenter is used. Cell terminals and
end caps are intact in this testing; however, cell thinning took place
at the centre of the cell. In this test, the indenter traveled 40% of the
original cell diameter where the mean displacement is 7.27 mm.
Sideway deflection can be observed in the three-point bend,
which is due to the triangular shape of the indenter tip. At cell
failure, the fracture is observed in the three-point bend test where
drastic temperature and voltage variations are observed.
Post-failure temperature analysis.—75% SOC is chosen for
further analysis where the high-temperature change (ΔTt75) and
short circuit failure time (tt75) are observed. In Fig. 5b, hotspot
development is very slow and spans a period of time. The Hot spot is
located at the bottom of the cell where temperature change was
observed for 1 s and the heat dissipation effect is negligible.
Figure 1. (a) Line diagram for Three-point test, (b) Experimental setup for Three-point bend test.
Figure 2. Voltage and temperature relation at the time of failure.
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In Fig. 5c, sample time with the temperature at the hotspot is
shown, where the high-temperature location located at the bottom
mid of the cell, unlike the commonly reported bending and fracture
pattern for the three-point bend test. Due to the indenter shape,
the cell showed fractures on the top surface and bending at the
bottom.
Figure 3. (a) Three-point bend test, Force and displace-
ment relation at 0% and 75% SOCThree-point bend test,
(b) Stress-Strain relation, (c) Sudden voltage drop as a
result of short circuit due to bending.
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Figure 4. (a) Three-point bend test, Nominal stress-strain and voltage-strain curve, (b) Nominal failure strain for three-point bend test, (c) Nominal failure stress
for a three-point bend test.
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Figure 5. (a) Three-point bend test, (b) Initial results of temperature change for three-point bend test, (c) Initial temperature change with sample time for a three-
point bend test.
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Cylindrical 18650 lithium-ion battery’s homogeneous jellyroll
models are found in the current literature, which addresses the
battery failures for quasi-static and dynamic simulations. However
detailed layered models, which are equally important to understand
sequential failures due to mechanical loading conditions, are not
found in detail. Within this paper battery, layered models are
developed using the LS-DYNA simulation tool and the results are
validated.
Validation of Experimental Results
A layered battery model is chosen. The purpose of choosing an
alternative model is to verify results on a small scale compared to the
lithium-ion cell model where the number of elements is much higher
which increases computation time. Making it sometimes difficult to
rectify issues if a complete cell model is encountered comprised of
several settings and conditions. For the initial model mainly three
material types are used, where for the separator, anode, and cathode
MAT_63_CRUSHABLE_FOAM is used. The crushable foam material
is used as it has an option of tension cut off where tension is treated as
elastic-perfectly-plastic at the tension cut-off value.43 Detailed valida-
tion of crushable foam is given by Ref. 44. For the current collectors
and steel casing MAT_24_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY is
used. Piecewise linear plasticity material model accounts for stress-
strain behaviour where a curve can be used to provide stress-strain
values. For the rigid base plate, MAT_20_RIGID is used to turn the
solid element part into a rigid body. Detailed properties and relevant
characteristics of materials used can be found in the LS-DYNAmaterial
model manual.45 Element size selection is crucial which affects
computation efficiency as well as stability of the model. Material
properties for current collectors and active materials are used from
Refs. 45–49 and experimental study, which is given in Table III.
Formation of the concentric layered model.—In Ref. 52 authors
mentioned 304 layers for 18650 cells which account for 38 stacks,
where each stack contains eight layers. To model 304 layers with
exact thickness requires high computation efficiency and modelling
time, where very thin layers need special modelling precautions.
Within this research, the concentric layer-model formation was used
to model 18650 cylindrical cell, which was not found in the
literature, however, the jellyroll model where all the layers are
lumped in the jellyroll model was proposed by Ref. 26. As cells have
a spiral wound formation in general, a concentric layer model
represents a different structure, where the main aim is to find an
alternative way to model the battery where each layer is independent
in regards to geometry. However, layers share mechanical and
thermal behaviour under loading conditions. A thicker layer model is
found to be the best choice to represent cells with the number of
layers.48–50
In this paper all layers are considered to be the same size, this
assumption provides an opportunity for simplifying the model as
well as, due to the low thickness compared to Refs. 48, 49, more
layers can be integrated to form a complete cell. The Steel casing has
an almost similar size to the original cell. Concentric layers can be
an appropriate alternative to spiral-wound layers, which are complex
to design and simulate due to the different thicknesses of the cell
layers.
Simulation parameters and assumptions.—The initial cell
temperature selected was 22 °C, which is in agreement with
single-cell testing standards and SAEJ2464 standard, which sets
the limit of 55 °C for module-level tests. The battery model is
modelled with a fully integrated solid element formulation, where a
total of 103306 elements are used. The size of elements for steel
casing is 0.5 mm and for all other layers is 1 mm. The reason for
different element size selection is to achieve accuracy, where steel
housing is the first layer to experience load. All indenters and bottom
plates are modelled as rigid geometry, where the rigid material
MAT_20_RIGID was used. A coefficient of friction between cell
Table III. Material properties used for LS-DYNA simulation.46–51
Material Mass density (Tonne/mm3) Modulus of elasticity (MPa) Poisson ratio Yield stress (MPa) % Failure strain εf
Copper current collector 7.94e-9 1.1e5 0.35 210 5
Aluminum current collector 2.69e-9 7e4 0.36 180 5
Anode 2.23e-9 1e4 0.3 100 10
Cathode 4.20e-9 1e4 0.3 100 10
Separator 1.179e-9 3.45e3 0.35 18 25
Steel casing 7.83e-9 2e5 0.3 450 4
Rigid plate — — — —
Table IV. LS-DYNA consistent units.
Consistent units (Steel material)
Mass Length Time Force Stress Energy Density Young’s Modulus
ton mm s N MPa N-mm (Tonne mm−3) MPa
Table V. Cell heat capacity and thermal conductivity parameters for the simulation.
Type of layer Heat capacity (Jkg−1K−1) Thermal conductivity (Wm−1K−1)
Steel shell casing 477 14.9
Separator 1978 0.334
Anode active material 700 5
Cathode active material 700 5
Anode current collector 386 400
Cathode current collector 900 200
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and support is considered to be 0.3 as given by in Ref. 25. No
endcaps were taken into account for this simulation, however, SPC
boundary conditions were used to restrain components of the battery
if required. Failure strain of the separator documented by Ref. 49
was 93%; however, separator failure strain of 35% to 80% from the
literature is evident, which means values of 0.2 to 0.5 (50% or 80%
Figure 6. Three-point bend test, (a) undeformed test, (b) undeformed simulation, (c) deformed test results quasi-static load, (d) deformed simulation results
quasi-static load.
Figure 7. (a) Resultant displacement due to quasi-static load, (b) Temperature values for steel casing, anode current collector, and cathode current collector.
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of initial thickness) could be used for the separator. Consistent units
by (LSD-DYNA consistent units) were used for all simulation
models given in Table IV.
Cylindrical 18650 cell simulation model.—Based on the above-
mentioned properties and assumptions, the simulation model is
designed to understand the loading impact on the cell for separator
failure analysis. For simulation, all layers (steel shell casing, anode,
cathode, separators, anode current collector, and cathode current
collector) were considered to be 0.3 mm thick, and the innermost
radius was considered to be 1 mm as detailed in Ref. 53. It is important
to understand the material properties for the individual layers for stress/
strain relation and for that purpose, two foam material models were
discussed in Ref. 26 and the three-point bend test was considered for
the initial investigation. True stress/strain curve from the dogbone
specimen for the shell casing is given and nominal failure stress and
failure strain were used from the experimental results, where for each
test case values at 0% SOC was used, which is to check if the model
predicts failure. The steel casing material is modelled using MAT-24-
PIECEWISE-LINEAR-PLASTICITY in LS-DYNA. The Separator,
anode, and cathode were considered to be the MAT-63-CRUSHABLE-
FOAM model, and the anode current collector and cathode current
collector were modelled using MAT-003-PLASTIC-KINEMATIC.
The stress/strain curve for the separator, active anode material, and
active cathode material was used from Refs. 49 and 53. Coupled
mechanical and thermal solver is used, where structural deformation is
an input for the thermal solver. Heat capacity and thermal conductivity
of individual layers are given in Table V.
Boundary prescribed motion set is used in this simulation to define
object motion throughout the simulation at every single time step. Due
to the sensitive nature of contact cards, accurate contact interface
modelling is necessary which improves finite element simulation results.
Three-point bend test simulation.—For the three-point bend test
simulation, cell holders and the sharp edge are modelled using rigid
materials. The numerical simulation model for the three-point bend
and experimental and simulation geometries for pre and post-loading
are shown in Fig. 6.
Initially, when the load was applied on the cylindrical cell it used
less force for compression but after some time due to the material
Figure 8. (a) to (f) Three-point bend simulation, temperature variations at the first separator layer, (g) Separator layers behavior with applied force,
displacement, and temperature variations.
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hardening, excessive force was required for compression. Short
circuit displacement was observed at 5.23 mm for quasi-static
analysis Fig. 7a shows resultant displacement due to quasi-static
loading.
As can be seen from Fig. 7a, sideways buckling of steel casing is
found due to the sharp edge cell fracture is at the point of contact of
the sharp edge. For the three-point bend test simulation comparison
of steel, anode current collector and cathode current collector layers
are used to understand the temperature distribution of the cell for the
internal layers, where the anode current collector and cathode
current collector indicates the first instance of short circuit. The
negative electrode has a high thermal conductivity so the tempera-
ture change at the anode current collector is high compared to the
cathode current collector.
As can be seen from Fig. 7b, the temperature for the steel and
cathode current collector (aluminum) is around 100 °C; however, the
temperature for the anode current collector is around 130 °C at the
time of short circuit occurrence.
Separator failure analysis.—The three-point bend test short circuit
failure was further analysed using separator failure criteria, where all
separator layers were examined for their temperature variations.
Separator layer temperature variations are shown in Fig. 8.
The top surface of the separator layer 1, is shown for deformation
and temperature variation with regards to location. For separator
layer 1, sideways deflection and temperature variation are shown.
Due to sharp-edge, cell damage occurs relatively early compared to
other loading cases, which sequentially damages layers within the
cell. Due to both the tension and compression separator layers
having low mechanical strength brittle fractures develops, which
occurs immediately after the steel casing fracture and temperature
increases drastically as shown within the experiment work and this
simulation model. Layer behaviour due to the applied force is
provided in Fig. 8b.
The simulation model results show good accuracy within the cell
comparison. During lithium-ion battery construction the separators have
the lowest melting point and melt at around 144 °C,49 so separator
failure may occur earlier compared to other layer failures which have
comparatively high melting points. This separator failure is also an
indication of ISC as contact between electrodes is established once
separator layers melt. As shown in Fig. 8a to 8f, force attains the same
peak value as documented in the experimental section for the three-
point bend, however, a sudden drop in force at around 7 mm pinpoints
the short circuit occurrence. The Temperatures of all layers started to
increase after the short circuit and the last separator layer which is sep-
07 experiences a temperature drop, which is stabilising zone or short
circuit propagation. Once the thermal runaway occurred temperature
started to increase in an uncontrolled manner, and the temperature of all
the layers was around 300 °C except sep-05 to sep-07 which attain
temperatures of around 500 °C for a short instance of time. Sep-07 layer
experienced high compression and tension due to the three-point bend
as forces from all other layers and indenter were applied at this layer,
where the layer shrinks and element deletion takes place. Separator
analysis with high-temperature variations can be used as an indicator of
ISC or initial cell failure.
Conclusions
Internal short circuit (ISC) behaviour, strain rate dependency, and
electrochemical status of the cells (i.e. SOC dependency) are studied
to understand failure patterns. The occurrence of ISC is investigated
by jellyroll deformation where the casing is removed, and quasi-
static load is applied. The numerical simulation model is used to
investigate sequential structural failures and temperature changes.
Simulation results showed good accuracy with experimental results
and are useful to predict structural failure of cells. Immediate
failures like electrolyte leakage, change in shape, sudden voltage
drop/temperature rise, and gas venting are observed. The location
and intensity of the short circuit, time for the initial and complete
failure of cells, and structural deformation were considered in detail
as well as using simulation models to analyse separator failures. One
of the significant findings from this research is that at maximum
displacement separator temperature increased significantly and a
drop in force was observed. The time of short circuit and force drop
was due to the internal stiffness of layers where temperature started
to increase, but high temperatures, which were uncontrolled lead to
severe failures. Another significant finding from separator layer
analysis is that there were high-temperature locations, which
indicate electrochemical changes due to internal short circuits.
Furthermore, separator failure occurs well in advance for the short
circuit for the three-point bend test, which has an immediate short
circuit response. The failure response of the separators is in
agreement with the experimental work where the failure of the
layers took place for the three-point bend, and all separator layers
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